
 

6 Feet man v/s Microscopic germ  

 

Well , I saw the war between man v/s man , beast v/s beast and sometimes even man v/s beast but here 

is the war between visible and invisible, where a man is fighting a microscopic germ i.e., “ WAR WITH 

CORONA “,  looking interesting right! Corona is derived from Latin which means crown and like its name, 

it is ruling the whole world today by confining all the people to quarantine. Corona, a pandemic disease 

locked the world and still doctors from all nations are trying hard to find the key to unlock the world.  

 

On 24th march, a cool news fell in my ears that the lockdown will be continued up to April 14. But In 

fact, this is bad news for everyone except students! Especially for hostlers, isn't it? Yes, it is an obvious 

thing. But when I came to home, news on TV is all about Corona!  Indeed I didn't get to see any other 

news except this one. Of course as the Corona virus is the only the viral and important news, media 

obviously highlights it, but it is just a TV news to some families and really bad news to some families. 

Well, I also made many improvements in my personal work and most of us are also becoming foodies 

and abide to get sleep most of time, right? Yes! But, if we think that all the people are like this, then we 

are definitely mistaken, because there are some intelligent people who are using this quarantine time 

for learning new things wisely. Yeah, there are always intelligent people if am not wrong! And I also 

made use of my time by spending it with family members as Corona gave us a good chance to make all 

the people sit in home from Grandpa to school kid. At first this novel virus only showed the tip of its 

iceberg but later it revealed how much depth it has, by enormously increasing the number of positive 

cases. Whatever, it is the lockdown that is preventing the virus from attacking us. Corona made the 

decrement in accidents and reduction in air and sound pollution but left the people in grief as there is 

no proper funeral arrangements for the deceased, many are suffering from starvation, and so on...  

 

Did you ever think that a microscopic and invisible germ could do this much damage to mankind? My 

mind completely messed up with some questions - how a minute particle can make the death rate toll 

reach nearly 1 lakh?  How can a simple handshake spread the virus to thousands of people? How did it 

start at a small place in China and now turn into a pandemic? Why are all the nations suffering to spend 

money for the treatment of this deadly virus? Why can’t the latest technology invent a medicine for this 

deadly disease. Manpower decided to just abide themselves to self-quarantine, why has man become 

unable to do anything more? New networks and technologies and recent developments got paused all 

of a sudden. No power, no status, no man, no technologies, no wealth, no developments! Then what is 

going to help us? Who is going to save us from this brutal virus? If you know, please let me know! But if 

you don't know, explore your opinions and hope that some divine intervention saves us. 


